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This paper focuses on the merger and acquisitions valuation, the research aims to evaluate it’s impact on 
the market economic activity. The research problem lays upon inconsistent valuation methodology of dif-
ferent economic subjects in these processes and the calibration of complex valuation methodology. Many 
researchers approach the evaluation of impact on the economic activity only by narrowing the valuation ob-
ject by the firm, market or competitors, consumer and state. The aim of this paper is to show that mergers 
and acquisitions should not be evaluated from only one point of view because while one perspective gives 
a positive economic effect on the economic activity, the other perspective could show a negative effect. A 
valuation from only one perspective could result in a misleading understanding of mergers and acquisitions 
processes in the market economic activity. Therefore a valuation towards mergers and acquisitions should 
be constructed from separate valuations angles in the economic system. A practical case study with a de-
signed research model is carried out to show the outcomes of the process by the different participants (firm; 
market and competitors; consumers; government) of the economic system. The method is constructed 
of financial valuation tools, economic indicators, forecast methods and mathematical-statistical calcula-
tions. This paper has shown that only a case study analysis could identify the real effect of mergers and 
acquisitions to the economic activity. Also, the paper suggests that there is a difference between national 
governments and European Union governance of these processes, therefore a member of the union should 
comply with these guidelines and even transpose them into national law. 

KEYWORDS: mergers and acquisitions, ex-post analysis, economic activity and valuation, synergy, 
market, competition.

Abstract

Introduction
The evaluation of mergers and acquisitions in today’s economy became an increasingly import-
ant subject in today’s economy. First of all empirical findings by Čiegis and Adriuškevičius (2016) 
suggest that economic cycles correlate with mergers and acquisitions transaction values. Plus 
Jensen (2010) states that these transactions are a proof of powerful economic forces of these 
processes, he also explains that not all of them are productive. The economic theory clearly 
shows signs that these processes lead to uncompetitive market and price changes (Farrell and 
Shapiro, 2010). The process of these strategic alliances has increased exponentially due to sev-
eral reasons: from one point the national markets have become more open, also the regional 
monopolies markets have been transformed into international oligopolies, plus the technolog-
ical advance and productivity have increased from additional value created from mergers and 
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acquisitions (Warf, 2003; Park, Yang, Nam and Ha, 2002; Stephen and Gantumur, 2011). Besides, 
the net value of foreign direct investments increases from mergers and acquisitions according 
to Nocke and Yeaple (2006), moreover, Jensen (2010) states that the companies involved in M&A 
activity are more attractive to the investors. The firms more often use these strategic alliances 
in order to acquire additional synergetic value from combined resources, new strategic position, 
market extension possibilities. Nevertheless, there is the other angle of these processes like 
market disruption and completion decrease factors, those according to Hsieh and Lin (2016) have 
a negative impact on the market. Also from the point of sustaining the effective market for goods 
and services, we can see that today’s society is orientated to the consumption and the wellness 
of the society highly depends upon effective consumption. Some practical evidence suggests the 
negative impact to effective consumption and even to the quality (A. Krishnan and H. Krishnan, 
2001; Steven, Yazdi, and Dresner, 2016). Therefore, many kinds of research have been made in 
the evaluation of mergers and acquisitions in the different scopes: from an enterprise view, from 
the market and concurrent view, from customer gains or losses, from government position. As 
an example Farrell and Shapiro (2010) analyses these processes only from the product market 
point in the change of market structure and price. European Commission in the light of this topic 
(2018) examines all mergers outside the boundaries of the national market and approves them 
only if a clear determination is made that merger has no potential harm to effective competition, 
the merger control in the national market boundaries are left independent to the local competi-
tion authorities. Taking into consideration that impact valuation on economic activity lays upon 
the valuation of several different economic objects it is reasonable to assume that additional 
valuation methodological approach is needed in order to evaluate the total impact of mergers 
and acquisitions. The problem of this paper lays on the combination of identification of possible 
economic activity objects on the market activity and in the adjusted complex valuation model 
creation which can evaluate the impact from different perspectives of subjects in the economic 
system. Therefore a unique valuation model has been designed and applied in the practical case 
study of Lithuanian telecommunication sector. 

The concept 
of mergers 
and impact 
on the 
economy

The concept of merger lays upon in the identification of the impact on different economic objects 
those are affected during the process. Therefore a theoretical analysis is performed from the sep-
arate analysis objects: firm; market and competitors, customers and state. On the side of the firm 
we can analyze the firm benefits, which can be listed as (Levišauskaitė and Stravinskaitė, 2006):

1. Technological advance – a bigger entity is capable to reach greater results in innovations and 
technology.

2. New and effective finance source measure – a situation where a company covered in losses is 
acquired by other company, where the acquirer becomes a capital source.

3. Optimization of taxes – the acquisition or the merger can be treated as the investment and 
therefore the firm could pay fewer taxes.

4. Diversification of risk –the risk is shared and the bigger entity has fewer chances to bankrupt. 

5. The acquisition of undervalued company – in the process of acquisition undervalued company 
with a capability of rapid growth could rapidly increase the acquirer’s value.

6. Company growth – additional growth by using both companies resources.

7. Synergy effect – additional value obtained from the merger process.

Having a discussion about the first benefit of the firm from merger and acquisition, we could 
always use the concept of the economies of scale that a bigger entity is always capable to reach 
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greater goals. Also, Mester and Hughes (2008) support this concept, by their research in which 
they conducted that the mergers in the banking sector had an impact of the development of new 
technologies on the banking services. Besides Koskinen and Vanharanta (2002) explains that big-
ger entities with more employees could reach better results in the development of new technolo-
gy and even do it cheaper. By looking at the second benefit we can clearly see a conditional case of 
this benefit and it works only when the conditions for the case are met.  The third benefit to the firm 
is followed by the main business function – making a profit. Devos, Kadapakkam and Krishsh-
manmurthy (2009) agree with this line taking into consideration that mergers not only increase 
the value of the company but also helps to optimize tax obligations. Risk diversification benefit 
is an object of discussion because the acquisition and merger process is followed by the risk of 
the process which can be unsuccessful due to numbers of internal and external reasons which 
is stated by Cartwright and Schoenberg (2006). However, Lileikienė and Kovalčik (2014) in their 
case analysis of AB ‘Šiaulių bankas’ has found that liquidity risk decreases, also they give a clear 
statement that the risk aspect depends on the proportion of assets and obligations in the com-
pany. Vallascas and Hagendorff (2010) agree with this thought but gives an additional opinion on 
the risk increase due to the weak strategical management of the company. Besides Mukherjee, 
Kiymaz and Baker (2005) in their research of mergers and acquisitions motives explains that risk 
diversification is one of the most important motives because all companies seek to maintain sta-
ble income during recessions and the strategic alliance processes help fulfil this purpose. The fifth 
benefit of the acquisition of the undervalued company is connected to a condition that if the ac-
quired company is undervalued the acquirer could receive an additional benefit from the process. 
The sixth motive for the firm is the growth effect, taking in consideration that a bigger company 
will grow more rapidly. Čiegis and Adriuškevičius (2016) identify this motive as the foundation of 
the mergers and acquisitions topic and explains it through the new entries to regional and global 
markets. Birkishaw, Bresman and Hakason (2000) give another opinion towards growth from 
new market and sector control perspectives. The most important reason for firms to initiate the 
process of merger or acquisition is synergy, which can be explained as additional value from the 
process, even though Catwright and Schoenberg (2006) claim that synergy is not always positive 
and highly depends on the management of the process. Sarrazin and West (2011) explain the syn-
ergy motive through the simple mathematical logic in which these processes are being optimized:

1. Lower IT infrastructure costs.

2. Optimization of functions, financial benefits from personnel costs. 

3. Lower logistics costs.

4. Higher income from the larger assortment.

5. Optimization of administration costs.

6. Lower costs for finance sources.

From this point, we can see that synergy is truly the most important motive and the benefit to the 
firm that comes from the merger or acquisition process. Also, the synergy effect could be struck 
down into two points, there one point is followed by the cost optimization from synergy which 
helps to accomplish greater financial results. The other point is that the bigger assortment helps 
to expand the market share on the basis of increased revenue.

Impact on the market and impact on a competitor could be constructed from the table 1 area 
where the types of mergers are listed, depending on the merger type the market and competitor 
are affected more or less (for example the most harmful mergers to the effective market and 
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Table 1
Merger types and impact 
in the market

Company Mergers Definition and the impact on the market

Conglomerate

A merger between firms that are involved in totally unrelated business 
activities. There are two types of conglomerate mergers: pure and mixed. Pure 
conglomerate mergers involve firms with nothing in common, while mixed 
conglomerate mergers involve firms that are looking for product extensions or 
market extensions.

Horizontal

A merger occurring between companies in the same industry. A horizontal 
merger is a business consolidation that occurs between firms who operate in the 
same space, often as competitors offering the same good or service. Horizontal 
mergers are common in industries with fewer firms, as competition tends to be 
higher and the synergies and potential gains in market share are much greater for 
merging firms in such an industry.

Vertical

A merger between two companies producing different goods or services for 
one specific finished product. A vertical merger occurs when two or more firms, 
operating at different levels within an industry's supply chain, merge operations. 
Most often the logic behind the merger is to increase synergies created by 
merging firms that would be more efficient operating as one.

Market Extension 

A market extension merger takes place between two companies that deal in 
the same products but in separate markets. The main purpose of the market 
extension merger is to make sure that the merging companies can get access to a 
bigger market and that ensures a bigger client base.

Product Extension 

A product extension merger takes place between two business organizations that 
deal in products that are related to each other and operate in the same market. 
The product extension merger allows the merging companies to group together 
their products and get access to a bigger set of consumers. This ensures that they 
earn higher profits.

Source: Minority Business Development Agency U.S. Department of Commerce (2012).

competitor are horizontal). As stated by Prager (1992) horizontal mergers have a direct impact 
on competitors, a new entity created by the merger has a new strategic position and expands 
from the competitor’s part. Gugler and Meuller (2002) state that there are two types of outcome 
and it depends on the new entities behavior if a new entity raise the price competitors will do 
the same and the profit will rise, the market structure will not change (the consumers will have 
the losses in this case) but if a new entity gets additional resources from the synergy and low-
ers the prices then the expansion comes from the competitors share of the market. Keeping a 
discussion in the field of impact on competitors according to Hsieh and Lin (2016) the effect of 
concentration change to competitors is clearly negative. Also, there is the acquisition process in 
the markets and alike merger there are three types of mergers horizontal, vertical and conglom-
erate, where horizontal and vertical acquisitions are focused on the market expansion and only 
the conglomerate acquisition aims to diversification of risk and does not focus on the increase of 
competition (Pearce and Robinson, 2013). The competitors’ view of the merger and acquisition 
process is pretty clear and has only a negative effect, even though there are certain types of 
mergers and acquisition that do not have a direct impact on competition, the competitors could 
be touched indirectly as in value chain link by vertical merger or by the product extension or mar-
ket extension mergers. The only type of merger or acquisition is conglomerate, that hasn’t any 
impact on competition directly or indirectly, however, the future of conglomerate is held unclear 
because there is a high probability that in the future these companies could try to expand the 
market by acquiring or merging with some competitors. 
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The point of the customer can be explained by the wellness of consumption, if the customer after 
a merger or acquisition has to pay more or receives less goods and services, then the losses 
occurs in his point of perspective. According to Mishra and Kumar (2011) mergers and acqui-
sitions in India’s sectors that are orientated to the export do not make harm to the customer, 
in fact, they can rapidly expand the growth in the economy and also innovations, however, the 
sectors orientated to import results as the customer losses. However, there is still uncertainty if 
the mergers and acquisitions orientated to export do not really harm the foreign markets, there-
fore Novickytė and Šileika (2010) in relation with mergers and acquisitions give a conditional 
statement according to which if mergers and acquisition lead to scale of economy and synergy, 
customer wellness goes up because price goes down due to these effects, but if the process 
were constructed to obtain a dominant position in the market price goes up and customer gains 
losses. Giving a consideration that the mergers and acquisitions commonly occur in oligopoly 
market structure, that is stated by Ginevičius and Kvirka (2009) is the most inefficient market on 
the customer’s position, the mergers and acquisitions commonly will result in customer losses. 
Moreover, Steven, Yazdi, and Dresner (2016) widen this area of customer losses by giving the 
consideration that losses could occur not only from the price but also from the quality of goods 
and services which are provided to the customer.

The fourth object of mergers and acquisitions is the impact on the state. According to the Europe-
an Commission (2018), the mergers and acquisitions are held positive if it leads to the effective-
ness and innovations aside with technological development. However, Salleh, Mahmood, Sufian, 
Othman, Yaacob, Nai (2016) in their research have found that the smaller entities are capable to 
reach better technological advance results, which gives us an uncertainty whether the mergers 
and acquisitions gives a positive effect in this case. On the other hand, Stephen and Gantumur 
(2011) have found a positive relationship between mergers and acquisitions in the research and 
development field. Nocke and Yeaple (2006) expand the positive effect on the government by 
stating that mergers and acquisitions increase foreign direct investments. However, we also have 
to remember tax optimization benefit to the firm which occurs in the acquisitions and mergers 
processes (Devos, Kadapakkam and Krishshmanmurthy, 2009), that in the government case is 
a negative effect because fewer taxes will be collected to the budget.

The research 
methodology

The research methodology can be divided into two valuation parts: the valuation of forecast and 
fact difference and the valuation of ex-post analysis. The forecast valuation is a method proposed 
by Devos, Kadapakkam and Krishshmanmurthy (2009), where at the firm level they measure 
the impact of a merger by forecasting the situation for non-merged companies’ and merged 
companies’ fact, the difference between fact and forecast values is the synergy of the process. 
The authors have taken the forecast modelling method and applied it to other economic objects 
as well, these statement of simulation projection is also approved by the European Union meth-
odology of M&A valuation (Official Journal of the European Union, 2008/C 265/07) and also by 
Farrell and Shapiro (2010). However, there are certain indicators that in the process those cannot 
be forecasted and one of them is Mester’s and Hughes’s (2008) technological advance and inno-
vations indicator and the other is Steven’s, Yazdi’s, and Dresner’s (2016) service quality indicator. 
There are two forecast methods those are being used in this model: the moving average method 
(proposed by C.-Y. Chen, Lee, Kuo, C.-W. Chen, K.-H. Chen, 2010) and the linear trend method 
(proposed by Gudaitis and Žagūnytė, 2013), both methods allow to make accurate forecasts in 
the short term periods. 
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1 The firm valuation is constructed from FCFF forecast we use Hoover’s (2006) methodology to 
forecast the firm’s financial indicators (which are needed in order to calculate FCFF for the firm):

 _ COGS (cost of goods and services), depreciation, other administration costs ⟶ percentage of 
forecasted revenue;

 _ Gross profit ⟶ revenue - COGS - depreciation - other administration costs;

 _ Interest ⟶ percentages of liabilities growth;

 _ Equity, long-term debts, long-term assets, other financial variables ⟶ additional historical 
assessment is needed if the dynamic in history changes significantly forecast from revenues is 
not accurate and the indicators should be forecasted separately.

2 For the market and the competitors’ valuation part Hsieh’s and Lin’s (2016) proposed HHI 
index is used to determine whether the merger had an impact on market structure changes, 

also Cerasi, Chizzolini, Ivaldi (2009) proposed GINI index is used to determine whether the merg-
er had an impact on revenue distribution inequality between the competitors. Plus, the sales 
revenue has been taken as an additional indicator in order to be able to identify if HHI or GINI have 
changed from merger impact or it was affected by competitors and merger had no relation with 
the changes of these indicators. (3) In the case of customer impact valuation, we use A. Krishnan 
and H. Krishnan (2001) proposed average changes in quantity and prices, those are calculated 
as the mathematical deltas. However, as we noticed previously customer gains losses in form 
of quality also, to evaluate this part we added service quality indicator and according to Steven, 
Yazdi, and Dresner (2016) we will measure this service quality change in relation with HHI change 
(the relation between concentration level in the market and the quality level show the negative/
positive impact on the customer). (4) The state valuation part in form of taxes is taken from the 
(1) part of firms valuation, where we measure the difference of paid taxes those according to 
the projection of non-merged companies’ had to be paid and the fact of merged companies that 
was paid to the budget. Secondly the Mester’s and Hughes’s (2008) technological advance and 
innovations point is evaluated by ex-post change to see if the merger had any impact on this field. 
Finally, we evaluate the Nocke’s and Yeaple’s (2006) investment point by forecasting the sector’s 
investments and evaluating the positive/negative impact from the difference between the fact 
and forecast. Gradually, authors perceive the concept of economic activity as a polynomial sys-
tem of supply and demand which distributes the goods and services by interactions with various 
objects in the market and the conception of this economic activity is characterized by the financial, 
economic indicators listed above in the sections (1)-(4).

After applying all the steps in the research methodology we can generalize it all into one research 
model of merger and acquisition valuation (see figure 1).

A case study analysis of Lithuanian telecommunication merger using Merger and 
Acquisition valuation model

A merger between two telecommunication giants in Lithuania market was announced in 2015 
and happened in 2016 III quarter. Before the merger AB ‘Teo’ was dominant in the 6 of 8 tele-
communication markets in Lithuania (internet, fixed phone connection, etc.) and AB ‘Omnitel’ 
was a mobile connection service operator, both companies there fully controlled by ‘Telia Son-
era’ Swedish capital telecommunication giant. ‘Omnitel’ was acquired in 2003 with a condition 
that it will never be merged with ‘Teo’ and they will be maintained as separate business objects. 
However, Competition Council of Lithuania Republic according to the decree No. 1S-122/2015 
refused to open an investigation of this merger case and even refused to maintain their decision 
announced in 2003. 
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1 The evaluation of firm. Firstly we take the macroeconomic environment forecast (GDP and 
inflation), depending on this forecast we evaluate possible firms growth and by using histor-

ical data from corporate reports we forecast balance and income statement for AB ‘Teo” and AB 
“Omnitel” for 2016 and 2017 as if the merger did not occur in the market, and calculate FCFF us-
ing the financial valuation methods. Then we take the data from the reports of AB ‘Telia’ for 2016 
and 2017 and calculate the difference between consolidated firms’ forecasts and the merged 
firm’s fact, the change is the effect of the merger.

The results listed in the table show that merger for the firm created a positive effect in three 
cases: first – the synergy in income, second – the benefits from fewer profit tax payments and 
finally – the asset turnover rate has increased which means that the new entity uses the assets 
more efficiently. For FCFF our main indicator we can see that the effect for the first two years in 
total is negative, however we have to look up into Investment in Working Capital line (which is 
marked by yellow) there the possible calculation error might occur due to use of external data 
(the authors were unable to eliminate merger investment from investment in Working Capital). 
On the other hand, Catwright and Schoenberg (2006) state that the synergy often is negative in 
the short-term period.

2 The evaluation of the market and the competitors. First, we examine the revenue data 
and changes, then calculate the HHI and GINI indexes (where GINI shows total revenue dis-

tribution inequality between firms). Upon this evaluation there was public data structure changes 
and B2B sector data for the mobile phone, fixed telephone and internet connection services are 
no longer available. The change in data structure does not allow to apply the forecast according 
to historical data, and we could only look into the ex-post change. In the valuation of the sales 

Impact valuation 
object

Indicators
Difference between fact 

and forecast value
Ex-post change

(1) Firm FCFF Synergy Growth 

Sales revenue

HHI

GINI

Average expenses of 
customer

Price change positive/
negative Price change positive/negative

Product or service 
quantity

Quantity change posi-
tive/negative

Quantity change positive/ne-
gative

Quality Quality change positive/negative

Taxes excluded from 
FCFF valuation

Taxes increase/de-
crease Growth 

Technological advance 
and innovation - Social economic benefit 

Sector investments Economic benefit Growth

Figure 1 
Merger and acquisition 

valuation model

Source: constructed by the authors.
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Indicator

AB 'Omnitel' +AB 
'TEO'

AB 'Telia 
Lietuva'

Merger effect

Forecast Fact

2016 FR 2017 FR 2016 F 2017 F 2016 2017

EB
IT

= Sales (Profit and losses statement) 346 735 350 549 345 906 370 123 -829 19 574

- OPEX (Profit and losses statement) -237 985 -239 051 -234 526 -247 932 3 459 -8 881

- Depriciation (Cash flow statement) -60 510 -62 296 -63 233 -67 044 -2 723 -4 748

+ Other operating income (Profit and 
losses statement) 4 062 4 108 1 415 1 949 -2 647 -2 159

- Other operating expenses (Profit and 
losses statement) -945 -960 -2 485 -2 405 -1 540 -1 445

+ Interest (Cash flow statement) 303 306 1 961 2 310 1 658 2 004

+ Profit tax (Profit and losses state-
ment) Eur 5 026 5 111 5 583 2 913 557 -2 198

= EBIT 56 686 57 767 54 621 59 914 -2 065 2 147

Net profit 51 357 52 351 47 077 54 691 -4 280 2 340

Profit tax, % 17,60% 17,60% 11,86% 54 691 -5,7% -12,3%

Net profit margin 14,8% 14,9% 13,6% 14,8% -1,2% -0,2%

Asset turnover 0,45 0,46 0,59 0,65 0,14 0,19

EC
FF

Net profit 51 357 52 351 47 077 54 691 -4 280 2 340

+ Interest expenses*(1-T) 274 276 1 728 2 187 1 454 1 910

+ Depriciation 60 510 62 296 63 233 67 044 2 723 4 748

- Investments in the long term assets -62 551 -63 937 -41 976 -65 102 20 575 -1 165

- Investments in Working Capital -6 339 -11 517 -40 912 -8 662 -34 574 2 855

Net Working Capital 51 878 63 396 48 933 57 595 -2 945 -5 801

= FCFF 43 253 63 396 29 150 50 158 -14 102 10 689

revenue where was a slightly positive change for the AB ‘Telia Lietuva’, however, the results in 
revenue showed that the merger had not given a greater position to the AB ‘Telia Lietuva’. On the 
other hand GINI and HHI coefficient analysis has shown that internet connection services have 
changed significantly and this occurred after a merger.

Taking a look into data from figure 3, we can see that the market structure has changed signifi-
cantly after a merger, the distribution of revenue between the firms in the sector has also risen. 
Keeping in mind that AB ‘Telia Lietuva” sales revenue had a slight change after the merger we 
can say that the change in the revenue distribution was made from a more aggressive concurrent 
position in the market, which implies a possibility of smaller companies’ losses. 

3 The evaluation of the customer. First, we evaluate the changes in quantity and the chang-
es in expenses for services. The changes in all sectors have not shown significant impact 

Source: evaluated by the author using financial reports of AB ‘Teo', AB ‘Omnitel' and AB Telia Lietuva’ (2011-2017). 

Table 2
The merger of AB ‘Telia 
Lietuva’ firm valuation
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Source: evaluated by the authors using data from the Communications Regulatory Authority department of Lithuania 
Republic.

Figure 2
Internet service providers 

market concentration of 
Lithuania 2011-2017

Figure 3 
Impact on AB ‘Telia 
Lietuva’ paid taxes 
and investments in 

communication sector 
2011-2017

Source: evaluated and calculated by the authors with data from financial reports of AB ‘Teo’, AB ‘Omnitel’ and AB ‘Telia 
Lietuva’ (2011-2017) and the data from Communications Regulatory Authority department of Lithuania Republic.
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from the merger on the market for the customer. Also, the data availability was only from 2015, 
therefore forecast element was not applied in this valuation section. The service quality indicator 
also has not been evaluated due to data availability. Therefore the customer valuation section is 
incomplete in this particular case analysis of AB ‘Telia Lietuva’ merger.

4 The valuation of the state. The valuation begins with the identification of the effects which 
we can evaluate, as for technological advances and innovations we cannot predict this indi-

cator, therefore we are not capable to give a forecast analysis on it. In the case of ‘Telia Lietuva’ 
there was no additional value from technological advances or innovations in the merger process. 
Secondly, we evaluate the taxes and investments on the basis of the forecast method and evalu-
ate the difference between the fact-value 2016 and 2017. 

As we can see in figure 3 the state receive positive impact from ‘Telia Lietuva’ merger in a higher 
level of investments, on the other hand, there is a negative impact as the fewer taxes are paid 
to the budget. In this case, we have a zero effect and the government should consider what is 
more efficient allow discounts for taxes in exchange of investments from the private sector, or 
maintain tax collection level and do it by public investments.

Conclusions
The analysis of merger and acquisition processes theoretical side has shown that this process 
creates a great value from the firm perspective. However, in the market perspective, this process 
is harmful because it changes the market structure and competitor’s position, the similar nega-
tive effect is delivered to the customer. Although, we have always to look at the cause of merger 
or acquisition because if the process is caused by aiming to efficiency, bigger assortment, tech-
nological innovations, research and development, this process is less harmful to the customers 
and competitors, and is positive to the economy. The government basis is constructed by the loss 
of taxes and the gains from technology and investments. Only a case study analysis could show 
the real effect of the merger. Therefore, a unique analysis tool is created which can be applied 
as a universal method for valuation of mergers and acquisitions cases. Practical research model 
application to ‘Telia Lietuva’ case has shown that a firm receives positive effect from the synergy 
of revenue, the market was affected negatively by the concentration change, the consumer basis 
was incompletely evaluated due to data availability (the analysis made with available data has 
not shown any significant damage to the customer). The state basis received a zero effect be-
cause as the government received losses from fewer taxes, it also receives positive effect from 
investment. The practical application of the mergers and acquisition valuation model also has 
shown its vulnerability to data availability. This case has also shown the inconsistency of Lithua-
nia competition policy, because firstly ‘Omnitel’ was acquired only with a condition that it would 
not be merged with ‘Teo’ into one entity that after 13 years anyway happened. According to the 
Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the 
control of concentrations between undertakings (Official Journal of the European Union, 2008/C 
265/07) a case of ‘Telia’ merger was not compliant with these guidelines: 

 _ ‘Non-horizontal mergers pose no threats to effective competition unless the merged entity 
has a significant degree of market power’ – before a merger company had dominant positions 
in the 6 of 8 electronic  communication sectors of Lithuania, including in the internet service 
providers market where ‘Teo’ and ‘Omnitel’ were competitors before;

 _ ‘The Commission is unlikely to find concern in non-horizontal mergers, be it of a coordinated 
or of a non-coordinated nature, where the market share post-merger of the new entity in each 
of the markets concerned is below 30 % (3) and the post-merger HHI is below 2 000’ – after a 
merger HHI rate was higher than 2 000 in the internet service providers market.
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Keeping in touch with the European Union corporate governance of mergers as national compe-
tition authority should have not allowed the companies to be merged into one entity. Lithuania 
is a member of the European Union and also a member of the common goods and service mar-
ket, therefore it should follow these guidelines and transpose them into national law in order to 
maintain homogenous corporate governance policy.
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